
 

 

 

CFPP Project Update 

 

Overall Status. The project is making good progress and remains on CFPP 

Project Director Dr. Shawn Hughes spoke to the CFPP Project Management 

Committee on November 15. Key updates are as follows: 

 

Impact of Inflation/High Interest Rates. CFPP project costs have 

increased due to the highest inflation in 40 years and significantly higher 

interest rates due to action by the Federal Reserve. Project partners are 

working to reduce costs through value engineering, more favorable financing 

rates, and other means. After the Class 3 Engineers Cost Estimate is 

finalized, an Economic Competitiveness Test will be performed to compare 

the new Class 3 cost estimate to the cost target in the Development Cost 

Reimbursement Agreement. A new Budget & Plan of Finance will be 

proposed for the project for discussion among participating members.  

 

CFPP Compared to Other Resources. Because of high commodity prices 

and much higher interest rates, the energy landscape today is much different 

than it was just two years ago. UAMPS has analyzed all forms of non-carbon, 

dispatchable (always available) energy generation to replace retiring coal 

generation and to back up additional renewable generation. The analysis 

concluded that the CFPP remains competitive with other generation 

resources and has the advantage of a smaller footprint and a much longer 

life cycle (40 to 60 years). 

 

Risk Reduction. Efforts are underway to strengthen the CFPP business 

case and reduce risks for participating members through updates in the 

Development Cost Reimbursement Agreement, including protection and 

cost reimbursement in the event that subscription levels do not meet agreed 

thresholds within a year. 

 

 



 

 

CFPP Project Update (continued) 
 

Overall Progress. The project is moving forward and is on schedule. All 

NuScale deliverables for the Standard Plant Design are in final review and 

will be completed by the end of 2022. Several chapters of the Standard Plant 

Design Application are in preparation by NuScale for early submittal to 

facilitate quicker NRC review. Licensing topical report submittals and reviews 

are on schedule. 

 

EPZ Approval. An important milestone has been accomplished with the 

acceptance by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of NuScale’s site 

boundary Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ).  Typical nuclear plants are 

required to have a 10-mile EPZ. An EPZ that extends only to the site 

boundary will reduce ownership costs and make emergency planning 

simpler.  

 

COLA Work. Development of the Combined Operating License Application 

is on schedule to be submitted to the NRC in January 2024. COLA sections 

are being reviewed, with cumulative progress at 41.7 percent, which is right 

on track.  

 

NRC Engagement. Formal and information engagement with the NRC is on-

going with good collaboration. A recent COLA environmental report meeting 

was held recently at the CFPP site. 

 

Limited Work Application (LWA). Activities are underway to prepare the 

LWA request, allowing non-nuclear work at the CFPP site to begin pre-COLA 

submission. Discussion on how the LWA review will be managed was the 

subject of a meeting in Idaho Falls with NRC and Department of Energy 

(DOE) teams in Idaho falls. 

 

 



 

 

CFPP Project Update (continued) 
 

Site Use Permit. Coordination activities are on-going with DOE on the next 

phase of the CFPP site use permit. Emergency planning activities continue 

with meetings involving state and local emergency response agencies, INL 

security, and the Shoshone Bannock Tribe.  

  

Operations Update. The initial draft of the “Ready to Operate Plan” has 

been delivered and is under review. Operations costs have been 

incorporated into overall project costs. Work is being done on security 

staffing requirements and licensing implications.  


